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Barbarian totem of the duck pdf english free

This is my first product (of hopefully many) and the first time I’ve uploaded to the DM’s Guild. It’s here! Do you want your ranger to utterly ravage their enemies with savagery ? Channeling divine power with precious little training, these Invokers are tasked with keeping faith through one of the following covenants: Covenant of Ardor – These zealots
keep alive the flame of faith, spuring others to work the will of the gods. A player that wants to create a character influenced by Iceman from Marvel’s X-Men comics or Elsa from Disney’s Frozen movies could be drawn to an ice wielding sorcerer. Infact some are even betting on the action. Sometimes, your story has some characters that get more
chances to shine, while others tend to hang around in the background. Because of this somewhat unusual structure, these plotlines are not intended for novice Dungeon Masters! A Character Spotlight is a short plotline that focuses on one character, instead of the whole group. When I sat with him in advance to make his character, he settled on a
charismatic Half-Orc Bard/Barbarian named Lionel Gayheart. Author: Michael “TheChronoMaster” Bennett Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) The Astral Plane: a plane of silver and color pools, of dreams and dead gods. A place where you can get anywhere, or drift to nowhere. Covenant of Preservation – These guardians protect the lives of the faithful,
using their power to keep safe those willing to serve heavenly powers. Others instead discover the impossibly powerful majesty of the duck, eshewing the influence of inferior inspirations and instead devoting their strength and attention to these incredible beaked sentinels of ponds across the realms, in return being granted supernatural skill and
ability in the image of their feathered patrons. It is intended to be used with the 5thedition Dungeons & Dragon Ruleset but is not tied to a specific campaign setting. Things like “5 Adventure Hooks inspired by digital artwork” and the like. Author: Jordan Allen Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) Another class from the creator of the Toon Class and the
Wrestler Class. Author: Millie Lavelle Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) Got a player who wants to make friends with Meloon Wardragon? Author: Sharkside Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) Become a firenewt! Using this product, create a firenewt character derived from Volo’s Guide to Monsters . Author: N3rdm3tal Gaming Format: Hardcover,
eBook (PDF) Have you ever wanted to create paranoia so deep that your characters take a dagger to every single object they encounter? Regardless of the journey that has led a rage-fueled engine of destructon to discover the endless might and wisdom of these billed beasts that protect the planes, the rewards that lay in wait for those who prove
their tenacity and will to their quacking masters shall be remembered as guardians of legend, flapping forces of nature whose deeds carve a bloody (and quite loud) path of glory through the ages to come. As always, any paid purchases are appreciated greatly! I feel that I put a lot into this one Version History – 1.0 released 11/19/2016 – 1.1 released
11/22/2016 — Added appropriate weapon proficiencies (forgot to initially!) – 1.2 released 12/12/2016 — Some small typos fixed. Because Character Spotlights should be character-driven, these plotlines contain an unusual element. For example, if a thieves’ guild features in a plotline, it’s probably going to exist because the PCs have already
interacted with a thieves’ guild, not because you want to invent one on the fly. PAGE SPREAD EXAMPLE: Buy Dwiergus Issue #1, Petey’s Pork Pie Emporium, here! Stay on the lookout for Dwiergus issue #3! Other original works by Remley Farr: www.remleyfarr.com/shop Works by Remley Farr in collaboration with other DM’s Guild creators:
www.remleyfarr.com/commissions Read more ... Author: Brandon Brown Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) The perfect union of martial and spellcasting prowess! Inspired by Avatar This package contains a player character class and four subclasses, one for each element. A roadside rural tavern with a surprising secret. One way to do so was to dwelve
with gamers. In a roleplaying game, the characters are the heroes. Or that time when the barbarian single-handedly defeats the necromancer? Hoping to release updates with this one. Author: Braeden Mills Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) This supplement for 5th Edition contains two new roguish archetypes, the Fixer and the Scavenger Fixer – a
high-intelligence operative who excels in seeing opportunities that can be manipulated in their favor, both in combat and in their day-to-day interactions with others. Polti Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) To make critical fails as fun as critical successes, ask your players to roll their D20 again when they roll a natural 1 and consult this table to see
what happens. It can run as a stand-alone adventure or be dropped into almost any rural wilderness setting. Even just a dollar helps! Read more ... Comes with GM Notes, Spotify-Playlists, Wine and Beer labels, a dungeon map, fights, a trap and a mystery to uncover ! Read more ... When peril arises, when the clergy is measured and found wanting, or
when the machinations of the scheming divinites demands it, these old covenants are invoked once again and mortals are raised to power. Author: patrick mcgovern Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) After Mono Forced Nim-Aer to be summoned to the material plane in a act of despiration he sent the souls who were about to be destoryed to barvaria.
In a group, they can strike fear into an entire enemy army Read more ... In contrast, a plotline is like an adventure framework, peeling back the layers of set encounters and battle maps to look at the nuts and bolts, the ingredients that go into making an adventure. If you want the whole adventure check this out /product/247116/From-the-shadows
Read more ... The king received a sizable ransom. A mermaid king has broken the surface in search of his daughter. If the product is successful I’ll commission some art and layout the attractive design you all deserve. Bounty Hunter -Ranger Archetype: A ranger specializing in hunting down his enemies. Hound Master -Fighter Archetype: A warrior
who commands war hounds to battle. Maybe that aspect is one the player thinks is important, or maybe it’s one they forgot they picked at first level. Fleshforge is a collection of monster entries in zine format meant to populate your game with insane creations manufactured by Dwiergus ‘ demon-spewing factories. The Arcane Archer is a warrior
skilled in using magic to supplement his combat prowess. In addition, this document contains optional rules for making thin ice an exciting location for battles and chases, determining how a Wall of Ice is going to hold up in the City of Brass, and how to freeze a metal creature before smashing it with a warhammer. The Toothy Maw is not a tavern,
but a Mama Mimic, a gargantuan mimic that recently had its 3rd clutch of Mimiclings and they need to learn to hunt. What weird, damnable abominations roam your world now that Dwiergus has opened his factory doors? It’s not that the rest of the party isn’t involved. As well as this each class features a point system giving access to a variety of new
abilities. Monks of this tradition know much about all that is extraplanar and learn techniques to overcome the defenses of extraplanar creatures, create some of their own, find portals, move quickly through and between planes, and shred through the magic that would stand in their way. Author: Reneldy Senat Michael Cordero Format: Hardcover,
eBook (PDF) Drag & Drop: NPC Options – Immortals & Powerful NPCs #3 Features Once upon a time, we had a dream. Or the scene when the whole party is taken prisoner except the rogue, who manages to free them all without getting caught? Here is a simple guide to help clarify. So, the details of the guild, including the names of leaders and a
map of their headquarters, are going to be left vague, so that it fits into what you’ve already established. A published adventure typically contains set encounters, NPCs and locations. v1.1: Fillable documents, Notes section added Read more ... As worship of these gods spread in the days after these wars, the institutions that ordained clerics
eliminated much of the need the gods had for these covenants. Primrose has found where she think Mono is holding her phylactery. Beyond the woods, arcane archers gain renown throughout entire kingdoms for their supernatural accuracy with a bow and their ability to imbue their arrows with magic. Author: Matthew Mercer Format: Hardcover,
eBook (PDF) TOTEM OF THE DUCK Primal Path Extension of the Totem Warrior for the Barbarian Class In the final arc of Critical Role’s first campaign, actor Jon Heder (Napoleon Dynamite, Blades of Glory) was awesome enough to come guest for a couple of episodes. For players, there are just more options for your spellcasting characters! Read
more ... I hope you enjoy it. Author: Remley Farr Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) His name was Dwiergus, a demon lord, and his name was forgotten. This is the first title of the series. A realm where the xenophobic Githyanki make their beds, and the collective unconscious creates mindcrushing psychic winds. For eons, the Old Foreman has been
sleeping in his forgotten industry. Author: Isaac T Martin Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) Do you like cool monster abilities? With the recent release of Icewind Dale: Rime of the Frostmaiden , a player might want to create a warlock that serves the god Auril (or draws power from her at least). Author: Andrew Aa Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF)
This is a subclass that I created for a home campaign, and I felt inspired to try to upload it to the DM’s Guild. She doesn’t trust Mono and wants to find help from some adventurers. for Level 10-12 adventurers GW012 Temple of one The start of a new year and with the new program up and running i desided to start with a new saga. Do you need a
new monster to run? If you’ve ever used the 5×5 method of campaign design, a plotline will fit right in. — Fixed use of “channel divinity” in terminology instead of “divine rebuke” — Massive reduction in spells known by the Knowledge Domain. Gun Maestro -Bard Archetype: Gun-toting performer of the bardic arts. Now, in order to solve their
conundrum, they’ll need to embark on a rescue mission! In order to run this plotline, you’ll require the following ingredients: Running this plotline will accomplish four goals: A plotline is not the same thing as an adventure, but they are similar. If you like what you see here and want to see more, or for this one to have art or just generally be of better
quality, please pay me something! It would help me immensly, and would be a massive encouragement to continue working on this kind of thing. Author: Gadget Blanchard Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) A collection of 10 unique magic items Also see… Stock take #241 Stock take #287 Stock take #293 Stock take #315 Stock take #319
Stock take #324 Cursed bin #8 Cursed bin #9 (Inspired from my Random Resource spreadsheet) Author: Alexander Wilkinson Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) An Archetype for the Ranger class in D&D 5e. His name was buried in the 558th layer of the Abyss, in vein-latticed industry spewing out half-shaped demons gasping into fleshy aether:
the Fleshforges. If all goes well, the PC’s will gain a powerful ally, for the horse lives up to his name! Goblinsbane is a one-shot adventure for four to six 1st level characters. We wanted to mark them. Contains elements of: demons, child-snatching, body horror, industry, monsters, hell, bureaucracy, hog people, mobile cities What comes with your
purchase? My goal was primarily to make the class fun to play again, but also to make the base class competitive with its martial peers in 5th Edition, while still keeping it familiar enough to recognize, and similar enough to allow for all currently existing archetypes or conclaves to fit in the class at their standard levels. Remember that story with the
really cool scene where the bard manages to talk their way out of certain death? Enjoy! Read more ... This title contains a description of the monster trait Firststrike, a new monster and lore in the form of journal entries from the Simic Combines own Vannifar. Your purchase includes map formats in mult-page printout PDF’s or single page images –
both grided and non-grided versions of each. Read more ... Roughly 3-4 hours of play. Includes the following: Read more ... Scavenger – a rogue who has been forced to adapt to their surroundings, and therefore is able to consistently change their abilities to survive against all odds. Sometimes it’s hard to find an adventure to use as a side quest that
fits in well. Author: Roy Salas Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) This monster compendium have 18 new creatures, powerful and well equipped undeads and fiends from the adventure from the shadows (link bellow). A Character Spotlight adventure will give you the opportunity to run a short, character-focused adventure that directly connects to a
single character’s background, race, magic item, bond, or some other aspect of their character. This class was built with Roleplay in mind with each Subclass offering an entirely new way to Play your character. This adventure plays out differently each time you play it as there is a lot based on random tables. Read more ... Inspired by the creative
inquiries of actor Jon Heder in the development of the majestic Half-Orc Barbarian Lionel Gayheart, you too can now harness this unstoppable source of power. Author: Seamus Allen Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) P erhaps the most rare and mysterious monastic tradition, the Planar Guardians train in potent arts that allow them to defend the Prime
Material from those who would conquer it. Luckily, one of the PCs knows someone who could help. The booklet you know hold is part of a larger dream. Covenant of Wrath – These instruments of divine punishment are tools of righteous anger, metting out justice as the chosen hands of the gods. Other titles by this author Read more ... Author: Danik
Shatterspear Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) This document contains a collection of four different Archetypes: Abomination -Barbarian Archetype: A cursed creation that transforms to defeat its foes. Optimized for APL 3. Feedback and reviews for this product are appreciated! Read more ... Those are all Character Spotlights. And while a wizard of
the School of Evocation that focuses on Cone of Cold, Snowball Swarm, and Ray of Frost already works, it isn’t integrated with all the things that ice magic could do. Read on! For DMs, there are new spells focused on bringing more minions to the field or create more hazards for your players to navigate. Read more ... This adventure has been
designed with new dungeon masters in mind through a focus on simple skill challenges, straight forward combat and optional roleplay. His only child, Princess Dolliva, went missing after she let her curiosity get the best of her. You’ll find a high degree of flexibility built into these plotlines that is unusual in published adventures. We decided, why not
fully realize that dream? Author: Alexander Jacobs Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) ENTER THE ESOTERICA Welcome to Magicka Esoterica , a short volume of spells adapted from previous editions of Dungeons & Dragons , alongside new, original spells! Included in this simple pamphlet are 50 new spells! Every spellcasting class (including the new
Artificer class) has at least one new spell for every spell level they can cast! Do you want your paladin to smite with angelic arrows? With these variant class options for the cleric, you can bear the responsibility handed to you directly from the gods. Now, the powers of this plane can be tapped by sorcerers with a natural connection to it, the Astral
Touched. Ice wizards, cryomancy, and cold wielding characters are popular in fiction without having anything to do with water, and the subclasses added here explore that space. One of our approaches was to create a context for the art. The forest has a constant supply of dangers, and sometimes heroes may find themselves back where they came
from. We wanted to build a community of digital artists and bring together the art they created. This Is my first upload on the site so you don’t have to pay but I’m planning on creating alot more content and the odd copper would help. It’s a little sheet I put together for myself; feel free to make suggestions for improvements. This broad array of noble
beasts eagerly bestow their ancient lessons unto the barbarian who binds their strength to their animalistic essense. Author: S. Author: Daniel Steinmann Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) In the southern foothills of a mountain range, the brewery “Highjoy” is not only a popular place of pilgrimage, but this year it was chosen by the Baron to supply the
regional carnival with delicious and innovative drinks. If you want to play as a bender, why not choose Monk Way of the Four Elements? The noble seeks a group of adventurers who will return his horse and deal with the thieves. Author: Taylor Kane Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) A divine class for those who want to wield the power of the gods
directly, along with many new unique spells. But something is off: Consumers report particular side effects – in addition to the expected consequences of excessive alcohol consumption. I’m still updating alot of the old stuff. The Martial Elementalist is more like any other bender in the world of ATLA, who can only bend one element. This is an
excellent resource for playing an Avatar the Last Airbender themed campaign that covers all of the bases in that world’s fiction, then expands on them to make them strong enough to stand up to the beasts and compete with the other classes of D&D you know and love. Maybe you’ve been running an adventure, but you’d like to give the players a little
side quest where it’s all about them, not about what the main villain is up to this week. This product is intended for those who don’t want to run the entire adventure and just need a hight CR creatures. Please feel free to leave any feedback or issues you have with it in the comments. If that is a dream of yours then take your players to The Toothy
Maw. Perhaps there is a player who is devotee to Tymora who needs a mentor, or your party want some hints and tips before they make that jump down the Yawning Portal? Check in for more! Read more ... These stories are designed to help you, the DM, flesh out the PCs’ personalities, backgrounds, and connections to NPCs and places, and
hopefully give you some fodder for future character spotlights of your own design. With Four Unique and Original Subclasses that each focus on a different area of what it takes to be a Gentlemen. Rather, this is a magical forest that requires consecutive survival checks to gain enough knowledge ( The Trek points) to find their way through the forest.
It also contains 7 brand new spells and over 60 features. Each Character Spotlight includes a Player’s Questionnaire which should be completed by the player of the character in the spotlight before the plotline begins. Author: Logan Smith Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) The princess is trapped in a tower. Her captor is cruel and conniving. It gives
the player an opportunity to elaborate on their background in a way that will impact the plotline of the Character Spotlight. My own take on the class presented in 4th edition D&D. Several of our articles dabble in ideas and concepts for tabletop, RPG gaming. In most D&D games, the DM is telling an ongoing story. Author: Ashley Byard Format:
Hardcover, eBook (PDF) Unsure of what skills are classified as what? Author: Christopher Faught Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) This adventure is nonlinear and thus does not have a set map that heroes need to trek through from A to Z. Our goal was to always elevate the art, make people go beyond simply glancing at an artist’s study and moving
on. But now that he’s started the furnaces up again, accepting contracts for custom-made demons and infernal blessings. Quack quack, mother ****er. Author: Mike Cullingham Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) In D&D, while fire damage and the fire element are closely related, cold damage and the water element are not always a perfect match. Both
being new gods the older gods aren’t doing anything but watch their war. Al suo interno troverai: Il complemento fa riferimento ai contentuti pubblicati dalla WotC nel manuale di Eberron della 5a Edizione ma vista la sua natura può essere facilmente usato anche per altre edizioni del gioco. Maybe you’re looking for a chance to bring a background
character into the spotlight. This is a Wisdom based half-caster that is granted magical prowess and status by harnessing the planes of existence with their unique Ward mechanic. When the PCs arrive at the ally’s house, they discover that he or she is missing. Set in the Eberron campaign setting using the 5th Edition rule set. This content has been
Play tested in multiple campaigns by 5 long term DM’s. While trying to get them back Mono wanted the land for her own and now they are at war. Or will your players accidentally adopt a cuckoo adelphophage that slowly devours their loved ones while erasing their memory from the party’s mind? Author: Joel Coman Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF)
Lord Thornwright’s prized warhorse has been stolen in the middle of the night by a band of goblins. We want you to play, to think, to feel, to delve deep into the digital art we curated for you. Author: David Adams Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) Not all who serve the gods are given a choice. Will the party fall victim to a drow ascetic , an eerie
assassin of devastating skill who can only attack victims poorer than it is? Use the firenewt’s special abilities to create a unique character for your D&D game. Read more ... Way of the Four Elements is an OK class if you wanted to play a character similar to the Avatar, who can bend all four elements. The king received a ransom delivered by orcs
clad in thick white furs. When I presented the animals he could choose from, he simply asked me this inspired question: “Can my totem animal… be a duck?” From this was born this majestic build you see before you, now refined for general use! Some warriors choose to take on the deep, spiritual journey of connecting with the natural creatures of
the realm, letting the ascestrial knowledge of their chosen totem spirit to guide them through their worldly trials. The forest contains a pair of giant wolf brothers that stalk the woods hunting anyone that enters. When I asked which Primal Path Lionel wished to walk, he felt drawn to the Path of the Totem Warrior. Author: A.C. Ryder Format:
Hardcover, eBook (PDF) The PCs are trying to decipher a mysterious riddle, map, or archaic script that they are unable to solve on their own. Author: FedoraMark Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) Season 9 DM Reward Tracker / Log Sheet for Dungeons & Dragons Adventurers League (DnDAL). It’s just that one character gets to have their moment to
shine. Author: Joseph DeOliveira Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) The design of Ranger, Revived was a labor of love by a longtime gamer and Dungeon Master that felt ranger had not gotten the treatment it deserved in a very long time. A story, a character, a concept… Something the audiences could sink their teeth into. Author: Tim Mangan II
Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) A poisonous cloud hovers over Lower Menthis. The area has been quarantined until the cloud dissipates or an antidote can be found. But a rich and powerful noble wants his daughter out – and he will not tolerate the bureaucratic nonsense of the Sharn authorities. A Four to Six-Hour Adventure for Tier 1
Characters. I currently cannot afford to comission art and I couldn’t find anything fitting in the community resources, so for now it’s just one page without a real cover. Includes 22 new spells available exclusively to the Invoker! Feel free to let me know any ideas/issues you have with the class. Others still may just be ducks themselves turned into
people. All of them. An introductory adventure for 3-5 new players of levels 1-2 and one GM. Meloon Wardragon may not offer missions in the main Waterdeep: Dragon Heist adventure, but here are 4 missions Meloon could offer in any season! Read more ... – 1.3 released 2/21/2017 — Some more typos fixed (some rather major!) – 1.4 released
4/28/2017 — Typos fixed and several features improved for clarity. Plotlines are designed to fit into your existing campaign in a way that should feel organic. In the time of the Dawn War, the gods forged powerful covenants that imbued mortals with a fragment of divine power…regardless of whether said mortals were willing vessels. Tavri Silvertusk
and the orcs of Crystal Creeks have his daughter far to the north, hidden away in the snow and mountains. The king needs land-dwelling adventurers to rescue his princess. —– This is a Tier 1 adventure in the icy lands north of Luskan. Read more ... Each subclass not only harnesses a unique plane of existence, but they also gain a unique Ward
which you can use to set up traps or simply set up under your opponents! Currently, there are 3 subclasses, The Conduit of Law which harnesses Mechanus and is based around locking opponents down, The Conduit of Whimsy which harnesses the Feywild and is based around trickery, and the Conduit of the Blood War which harnesses Tartarus and is
based around causing destruction! Read more ... Author: Pudj Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) The Gentlemen – A Whole New Class This Product Includes 4 Files; The original Class, a Printer Friendly Version, A File featuring Public Domain Images, and a Public Domain Image Printer Friendly Version. The Gentlemen Class is a new take on your
typical brawler, playing up both the combat and roleplay aspects of the game to a whole new level. Are you enjoying Guildmaster’s Guide to Ravnica Now enjoy a powerful new monster trait that will keep your player’s on their toes, steeped in the lore of Ravnica. Author: Karim Dimashki Format: Hardcover, eBook (PDF) Le Trame degli Eroi è un
piccolo complemento per Eberron che vi guiderà nella creazione di personaggi più interessanti e coerenti con questa vasta ambientazione. NOTE: Only a printer freindly version is available right now.
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